
                                                            Rec - Home Learning Guide 
Week beginning 13/07/20 

We’d love to see your work posted on Twitter using #BGPRec 

 

 

Daily do task 
(short 

sessions on 
the following 

learning 
tools) 

Maths/Numeracy Literacy Wider Learning 

Monday Listen to 

and/or sing 

Jolly Phonics 

song  

https://www.

youtube.com/

watch?v=U2H

YM9VXz9k&t

=6s 

 

Read 

together and 

discuss the 

story.  

 

 

Count up to 

20 forwards 

and 

backwards 

 

 

Practice letter 

formation  

https://www.

youtube.com/

watch?v=VCI2

wudcW3M 

 

 

Practice 

number 

formation 

  

Hopscotch 
 

Using chalks or numbers on paper, 
make a hopscotch grid. You could use 
numbers 1-10, 11-20, odd numbers, 
even numbers, numbers counting in 
10s or just your favourite numbers. 
Have fun playing a game of hopscotch 
with the family. 

Read one of your favourite stories 

together. 

 

Talk about why it is one of your 

favourites. What do you think of the 

characters in the story? Do you like 

how the story ends or can you think 

of an even better ending? What is 

your favourite part in the story and 

why?  

We think you are all AMAZING, 
especially during this difficult time. 
 
Can you tell us why you think you  
are amazing.! Think of how amazing 
you have been in Reception! 
 
(download separate PDF) 

Tuesday Shaving foam numbers 
 

Squirt a big blob of shaving foam on a 
mat/tray/table/plastic surface. Ask an 
adult to tell you different numbers. 
Can you write the number to match in 
the foam? Try writing all the odd or 
even numbers you can think of.  
Enjoy the messy fun! 

Have some fun by gathering props 

and clothing from around your house 

and act out the story you read 

yesterday.   

 

Maybe you have lots of favourite 

stories and want to act them out to 

your family. Can they guess which 

story you are acting out?  

Listen to ‘The Listening Walk’ by 
Paul Showers 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=uCs66HaouFU 
 
Can you go on a listening walk? 
What noises can you hear? Can you 
try and copy the noises you hear? 

Wednesday Time activities 

 

User a timer: 

How many jumps can you do in 1 

minute? 

How many hops can you do in 30 

seconds? 

How many garden laps can you 

complete in 20 second? 

How many claps can you do in 10 

seconds? 

How many high 5’s can you give in 30 

seconds? 

 

Phonics games 

1.Write a group of letter sounds on 

the ground. Ask a family member to 

say of the sounds and it’s your job to 

wash it away by spraying it with 

water or using a paintbrush or 

sponge.  

Or  

 

2. Write a group of letter sounds 

onto separate pieces of paper and 

pin them to a wall/fence outside. Ask 

a family member to say a sound and 

throw a water balloon at the 

matching sound. You could also use a 

small ball or even rolled up socks. 

Who is your favourite Superhero? 
I think mine has to be Owlette from 
PJ masks or Chase from Paw Patrol! 
 
Can you create and draw your own 
Superhero? 
Can you name them and give them 
a Super Power. 
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Please visit the 'Swansea Virtual School' website - www.swanseavirtualschool.org  which has a range of educational websites, free 

resources, lesson ideas and tasks to keep your children busy during the school closures. 

 

 

 
 

Thursday  

Sing days of 

the week 

song 

https://www.

youtube.com/

watch?v=mX

MofxtDPUQ 

 

Practical activity 

 

Take 1 ice cream cone or bowl. 

Add 2 scoops of your favourite ice 

cream. 

Put 3 marshmallows on top. 

Add 4 pinches of sprinkles. 

Enjoy !! 

Draw a picture and write about a 

favourite memory from your time in 

Reception.  

 

Please share your work on Twitter as 

we would love to see what your 

favourite memories from this year 

are. #BGPRec 

Can you have ago at being a 
Superhero by doing Cosmic Kids 
Spider Hero Yoga? 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=fnO-lGEMOXk 

Friday Math’s Super star 
 

You’ve have done a brilliant job 
completing the Home School learning 
activities. We’ve loved seeing all your 
activities and work on Twitter. What 

Super Star’s.  
 

Here’s a special certificate especially 
for you! (See separate pdf) 

Have a fantastic Summer. X x x 

Crack the Secret Message  

 

Crack the code of our secret message 

by writing down the first sound of 

the pictures.  

 

(The secret message is on the other 

pdf.) 

Tedi Twt’s Picnic 
 
Let’s celebrate your home School 
learning by having a picnic ! You 
could have your picnic in your 
garden or even in your living room! 
Tedi Twt took lots of lovely food on 
his picnic. What will you take? 
Have a go at making the food with a 
grown up. 
Share your best memories of 
Reception while you enjoy your 
picnic.  
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